Height - Measure while wearing your shoes.

MEASUREMENTS FOR A PERFECT FIT

Weight - Record your weight while wearing street clothes
Waist - Measure around your waist. If needed,
measure the widest part of the belly.
Hips - Measure around the fullest part of seat while standing
and while sitting. Record the higher number.
Chest - Measure around the fullest area of the chest, holding
tape firm and level. Hold arms out, place tape, drop arms and
record measurement.

NECK
CHEST

SHOULDER TO SHOULER

WAIST
HIPS

Arm - Measure with arm in riding position. Measure from the
center of the back, over point of shoulder, around back of
elbow and down the outside of the arm to the wrist. (Length
of sleeve is personal preference)

BELT TO
FLOOR

Shoulder to Shoulder - Measure from the outside of one
shoulder, across the back to the outside of the other shoulder,
holding tape measure in a straight line (do not wrap the tape
measure around the top of the shoulder)
Belt to Floor (Out seam) - Measure from the belt to floor with
shoes on.

INSEAM

Thighs - Measure around the fullest part of the thighs while
sitting.
Inseam - Measure from the crotch to the bottom of the floor
along the inseam.

ARM

Rise - Measure from the top of the belt in front, between the
legs, and back up to the top of belt in back sitting and
standing . Use the higher number.
Neck - Measure around neck.

THIGHS

Record your measurements below using the instructions above.
Reference the sizing charts to see if a stock size will work for you.
If you feel you need a custom size please provide accurate and
complete measurements.
Measurements should be provided in inches.
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